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We study pair dispersion in a three-dimensional incompressible high Reynolds number turbulent flow gen-
erated by Fourier transforming the dynamics of the Gledzer-Ohkitani-Yamada �GOY� shell model into real
space. We show that GOY shell model can successfully reproduce both the Batchelor and the Richardson-
Obukhov regimes of turbulent relative dispersion. We also study how the crossover time scales with the initial
separations of a particle pair and compare it to the prediction by Batchelor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Passive particles trajectories in a fluid flow provide an
easier way of understanding the nature of the flow than a
full-fledged study of the Eulerian field variables of the flow.
Recent development in Lagrangian measurement techniques
has made it possible to study relative motion of pairs of fluid
elements in a turbulent flow �1,2�. The understanding of the
pair dispersion in turbulence is of importance for compre-
hending many natural processes such as transport and mixing
in natural and engineering flows, formation of warm clouds,
etc.

Suppose, L is the integral scale and � is Kolmogorov
length scale in a turbulent flow, then one can classify the
process of dispersion in the flow into three distinct regimes
based on the separation of the particles relative to the turbu-
lent scales: �i� dissipation range corresponding to r�t���
�r�t� is the separation of a pair of fluid elements or particles
at time t�, �ii� inertial range corresponding to ��r�t��L,
and �iii� diffusion range corresponding to r�t��L. From the
work of Richardson �3� �and subsequently Obukhov �4��, in
the inertial range of fully developed three-dimensional �3D�
turbulence, there exits the well-known Richardson-Obukhov
law �R-O law�: �r�t�2�=g�t3. Here, � is the energy dissipation
rate per unit mass and g is termed as the Richardson con-
stant. Using similarity arguments, Batchelor �5� extended the
study to both short-time and intermediate-time and obtained

��r�t�2 − r0
2�� = �11

3
C2�2/3r0

2/3t2 t � t0

g�t3 t � t0,
	 �1�

where C2 is the Kolmogorov constant for the longitudinal
second-order velocity structure function and

t0 
 � r0
2

�
�1/3

, �2�

the classical correlation time of an eddy of size r0, is the time
for which a particle-pair “remembers” their initial separation.
t0 is also called Batchelor time. In this Brief Report, we
investigated numerically this “crossover time” between the
two scalings, t2 and t3, and study how it is related to the
initial separation r0. In what follows, we denote the first re-
lation in Eq. �1� as Batchelor’s scaling law; the second one is
obviously R-O law. Even though we shall be focused on
three dimensional fully developed turbulence, it is worth
keeping in mind that R-O is omnipresent �6�: there are re-
ports of observing it even in two-dimensional, quasi-two-
dimensional, and rotating turbulent flows �7�. Batchelor’s
law is no less robust—it has been detected even in turbulent
flows that are not perfectly homogeneous and isotropic �8�.

In the past decade, theoretical researchers have
understood—in significant details—the process of advection
of particles by developed turbulent flows in the framework of
Kraichnan model �9–14�. Therein, calculations of the anoma-
lous intermittent exponents for structure functions in the in-
ertial range show that pair structure function, which deter-
mines the Richardson scaling exponent, is not intermittent.

Until now, laboratory experiments have neither confirmed
nor refuted the existence of R-O scaling. This, of course, is
due to the fact that these experiments are unable to attain
very high Reynolds number due to practical constraints.
Though environmental experiments can achieve the highest
Reynolds numbers, the problem with such experiments are
many—inhomogeneity, anisotropy, rather uncontrollable ex-
perimental conditions, vastness of the domain to be studied,
etc. Direct numerical simulation �DNS� of Navier-Stokes
equation are much more successful in this respect since the
computational power is on a rise but cannot yet compete
with the value of Reynolds numbers obtained in shell model
simulations. Also, there are issues with the commonly
adopted periodic boundary conditions in DNS as they may
interfere with the homogeneity of the system. We believe
that shell models are well suited to test the R-O law as not
only can one achieve very high Reynolds number but also
there’s no sweeping effect disturbing them. It is worth men-
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tioning that sweeping effect’s presence makes it hard to ob-
serve Kolmogorov scaling �15� with which R-O law is so
intimately related being the only choice for pair dispersion
consistent with Kolmogorov scaling theory. A technique
based on a real space transformations of shell models have
recently been applied to study force fields study turbulent
relative dispersion �16� and we adopt a similar method here.

II. MODEL

To study how a pair of particles diffuse in a 3D turbulent
flow, we consider the kinematics of pair particles advected
by the homogeneous turbulent flow obtained by a real-space
transformation of the Gledzer-Ohkitani-Yamada �GOY� shell
model �16–18�. This model proposed originally by Gledzer,
Yamada, and Ohkitani �19,20� provides a description of the
turbulent motion embodied in the Navier-Stokes equations.
The GOY model is formulated on a N-discrete set of wave
numbers, kn=2n, with the associated Fourier modes un evolv-
ing according to

� d

dt
+ �kn

2�un = ikn�anun+1
� un+2

� +
bn

2
un−1

� un+1
� +

cn

4
un−1

� un−2
� �

+ f�n,2 �3�

for n=1, . . . ,N. The coefficients of the nonlinear terms are
constrained by two conservation laws, namely, the total en-
ergy, E=�n�un�2, and the helicity �for 3D�, H=�n�−1�nkn�un�,
or the enstrophy �for 2D�, Z=�nkn

2�un�2, in the inviscid limit,
i.e., f =�=0 �21�. Therefore, they may be expressed in terms
of a free parameter only �� �0,2�, an=1, bn+1=−� , cn+2=
−�1−��. As observed by Kadanoff �22�, one obtains the ca-
nonical value �=1 /2 when the helicity is conserved. The set
�Eq. �3�� of N-coupled ordinary differential equations can be
numerically integrated by standard techniques �23�. We have
used standard parameters in this Brief Report N=27, �
=10−9 , k0=0.05, f =5�10−3�1+ i�.

The GOY model is defined in k space but we study par-
ticle dispersion in direct space obtained by an inverse Fourier
transform �17� of the form

v��r�,t� = �
n=1

N

c�n�un�t�eik�n·r� + c.c.� . �4�

Here the wave vectors are k�n=kne�n, where e�n is a unit vector
in a random direction, for each shell n and c�n are unit vectors
in random directions. We ensure that the velocity field is
incompressible, �� ·v� =0, by constraining c�n ·e�n=0, ∀ n. In
our numerical computations we consider the vectors c�n and
e�n quenched in time but averaged over many different real-
izations of these.

As an example of the motion in this field, Fig. 1 shows the
trajectories of two passively advected particles. As the rela-
tive distance diverges in time, the two particles experience
different force fields, which in turn typically increase the
difference in the relative velocities of the two particles. The
figure shows the individual particles as they are advected,
first together and later diverging away from each other when
they are encased in different eddies.

III. RESULTS

As a main result from our simulations, we find that both
Batchelor’s and R-O scalings are clearly observed, as shown
in Fig. 2. Please note that we have plotted ��r�t�−r0�2� and
not ��r�t�2−r0

2�� on the y axis. This is to make contact with
the experimental results �8� which demonstrate that the cor-
relation between the initial separation and the relative veloc-
ity of the pair may not be neglected when the flow is not
perfectly homogeneous. However, the GOY model—by
construction—is a shell model of a perfectly homogeneous
and isotropic turbulence. So, within the paradigm of shell
models, probably it does not make much of a difference if
one chooses to work with ��r�t�2−r0

2��.
With no knowledge of the exact functional dependence of

��r�t�−r0�2� on various parameters of the flow, it is quite a
tough task to exactly locate the crossover time, t0, between
the Batchelor regime and the R-O regime. However, we can
use the following rather crude but effective method to see
whether Eq. �2� is validated by our simulations. To investi-
gate where the crossover happens, we estimated the slope
along the blue curve, ��r�t�−r0�2� / t3 in Fig. 2. Obviously,
when the slope is close to zero, we are in R-O scaling re-
gime. As the crossover occurs before the slope is zero, we
decide on the following algorithm: determine the time corre-

v (t)
2

v (t)1

d r

d v∆
dt

dt = F(r (t)) − F(r (t))

= v(r (t)) − v(r (t)) =
1 ∆v(t)2

1 2

∆
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Two particles being advected in a random
force field generated by the GOY shell model.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The initial separation r0 is 10−4 and the
data are averaged over 10 000 different simulations. One can dis-
tinctly note the presence of both the R-O law and the Batchelor’s
scaling law. The crossover time t0 is somewhere in the third decade
on the x axis. The deviation of the blue curve �marked
��r�t�−r0�2� / t3� from R-O scaling at higher times is due to the fact
that the pair separations are no longer in the inertial regime. All the
units are in GOY-shell-model units.
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sponding to the point where the slope is equal to −0.5 �24�
and simply denote that t0; repeat the procedure for the curves
with various different r0. We have used the data generated
this way to obtain Fig. 3 where we plot the crossover times t0
versus the initial pair separations r0. One can note the rea-
sonable agreement of the data with the theoretical Batchelor
prediction �the dashed line� when the initial separation is not
too small. What has been shown is that our data follow the
expected trend; of course, data points are scattered around
the theoretical slope. The deviation at smaller initial
separations—between r0=10−3 to r0=5�10−3—probably
has the following explanation. In the case of our numerics,
the Kolmogorov scale, �, is of the order of 10−5. The Rey-
nolds number, Re1 /�, is of the order of 109. One may thus
note that the Taylor microscale, 	Re1/4 � is more than 100
times greater than the Kolmogorov dissipation scale. This
leads to the fact that in our model 	10−3, implying that the
data points in the flat region of Fig. 3 do not quite correspond
to the initial separations which are deep inside the inertial
regime; and hence, it is not surprising that they do not follow
the Batchelor prediction. Nevertheless, we feel it is quite
remarkable that the GOY shell model of turbulence can re-
produce this law very well for larger separations. Similar
result is obtained if one repeats the aforementioned algo-
rithm for the red curve, ��r�t�−r0�2� / t2, in Fig. 2 focusing on
the Batchelor’s scaling regime.

Another way to find the relation between the r0 and t0
comes from the fact that R-O scaling is �r2�=g�t3 while

Batchelor considered ��r�t�2−r0
2��. So, if we plot �r2� and

��r�t�2−r0
2�� versus time, they will become indistinguishable

when R-O scaling sets in and this will happen around t0 for
the corresponding r0. Thus, one can conveniently devise an
algorithm to find t0 in this case. We may mention that also
from applying this indirect method, Eq. �2� stands validated.

In the passing, it may be mentioned that within the frame-
work adopted in this Brief Report, one can also study exit-
time statistics �25,26� of the pair dispersion phenomenon to
good effect. The corresponding results will be reported else-
where.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied pair dispersion in a turbulent flow, ap-
plying the GOY shell model �Eq. �3�� and Fourier transform-
ing the complex shell velocities back into real space �Eq.
�4��. This procedure results in strongly turbulent velocity
field where the dispersion of pair of particles can be easily
studied by advecting the passive particles in the velocity
field. In particular, we have investigated how the dispersion
depends on the initial separations.

We may mention that a simple shell model of turbulence
has shown the simultaneous existence of both the R-O and
the Batchelor regimes in turbulent pair dispersion. Whereas
devising a better method of finding t0 would be worth inves-
tigating, the temporal extent over which these laws are valid
can easily be increased if one uses a larger number of shells.

In closing, we hope that our results may spark interest in
implementing GOY model to study pair dispersion in the
enstrophy cascade dominated regime in two-dimensional
flows. Also, it might be fruitful to use GOY model modified
appropriately �27� for investigating turbulent relative disper-
sion in more realistic case of rotating turbulence which is of
profound geophysical and astrophysical interest.
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